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Abstract Interest in therapeutic applications of music has

recently increased, as well as the effort to understand the

relationship between music features and physiological pat-

terns. In this study, we present a methodology for charac-

terizing music-induced effects on the dynamics of the heart

rate modulation. It consists of three steps: (i) the smoothed

pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution is performed to obtain a

time–frequency representation of HRV; (ii) a parametric

decomposition is used to robustly estimate the time-course of

spectral parameters; and (iii) statistical population analysis is

used to continuously assess whether different acoustic

stimuli provoke different dynamic responses. Seventy-five

healthy subjects were repetitively exposed to pleasant music,

sequences of Shepard tones with the same tempo as the

pleasant music and unpleasant sounds overlaid with the same

sequences of Shepard tones. Results show that the modifi-

cation of HRV parameters are characterized by an early fast

transient phase (15–20 s), followed by an almost stationary

period. All kinds of stimuli provoked significant changes

compared to the resting condition, while during listening to

pleasant music the heart and respiratory rates were higher

(for more than 80% of the duration of the stimuli, p \ 10-5)

and the power of the HF modulation was lower (for more

than 70% of the duration of the stimuli, p \ 0.05) than during

listening to unpleasant stimuli.

Keywords Heart rate � Heart rate variability (HRV) �
Music � Time–frequency analysis �
Wigner-Ville distribution

1 Introduction

Almost everyone loves music because, among other rea-

sons, it evokes particular emotional states. These emotional

states are related to brain and autonomic nervous system

(ANS) activity, but the relationship between musical and

autonomic features is far from being completely under-

stood. The use of music for therapeutic purposes or, more

generally, for improving our well-being is a matter of

increasing interest [6, 7, 11, 12, 17, 27, 32], but only little

is known about how music can modulate physiological

parameters such as heart rate and breathing rate.

In order to continuously quantify and characterize the

autonomic response to sound stimuli, an appropriate

methodology is needed. In particular, this methodology

should be able to track music-induced dynamics in the

ANS, and it should include an appropriate statistical study
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to assess whether different musical stimuli induce signifi-

cantly different autonomic responses.

The purpose of this study is to present a comprehensive

framework for characterizing the dynamics induced by

different musical stimuli on the autonomic modulation of

heart rate. In order to characterize the autonomic response

to musical stimuli, heart rate variability (HRV) is studied

by time–frequency (TF) analysis, which provides a repre-

sentation of a signal in both time and frequency domains

simultaneously. Spectral analysis of HRV is a well-estab-

lished technique to assess autonomic activity [24, 31] and it

was already proposed, in a stationary context, as a critical

index for the assessment of autonomic effects elicited by

music [17]. In non-stationary conditions, the tracking of the

HRV spectral components (namely, the LF [0.04, 0.15] Hz

and HF [0.15, 0.4] Hz components) provides the assess-

ment of the autonomic dynamics, and different methods

have been proposed for the TF analysis of HRV [21, 22]. In

this study, we employ a TF approach based on the

smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution (SPWVD)

combined with a parametric decomposition which allows

to obtain a denoised spectrum and a robust estimation of

the HRV parameters. In order to characterize the dynamic

autonomic response to a given musical stimulus, the indi-

vidual response patterns for each subject are estimated, and

a sample-by-sample statistical analysis is performed.

2 Methods

2.1 Time–frequency analysis of HRV

The Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) provides an excel-

lent localization of spectral components in TF domain, but

its applicability is limited by the unavoidable presence of

interference terms, which are not inherent to the signal and

which oscillate in the TF plane [10, 15, 16]. The SPWVD is

a filtered version of the WVD, proposed to reduce the

interference terms while maintaining a good TF resolution.

Its discrete version is defined as:

Sðn;m; gðnÞ; hðkÞÞ ¼ 2
XK�1

k¼�Kþ1

sxa
ðn; kÞe�j2pk

M m; ð1Þ

sxa
ðn;kÞ ¼ jhðkÞj2

XN�1

n0¼�Nþ1

gðn0Þxaðnþ n0 � kÞx�aðnþ n0 þ kÞ
� �

;

ð2Þ

where n and m [ [-M ? 1:M] are the discrete time and

frequency indexes; k [ [-K ? 1:K - 1], with 2K - 1

\ 2M, is the time-lag index of the autocorrelation

function (ACF); sxa
ðn;kÞ is the smoothed instantaneous

ACF of the analytic version of the HRV signal xa(n). In (2),

interferences are attenuated by using a kernel composed by

the time smoothing function g(n) and by the frequency

smoothing function |h(k)|2. As also proposed in [23], the

following smoothing functions were used:

gðnÞ ¼
1

2N�1
if n ¼ ð�N þ 1Þ; . . .; ðN � 1Þ

0 otherwise

�
ð3Þ

and

jhðkÞj2 ¼ e�cjkj if k ¼ ð�K þ 1Þ; . . .; ðK � 1Þ
0 otherwise

:

�
ð4Þ

Note that (i) the degree of time and frequency smoothing

depends on the length of the rectangular window (2N - 1)

and on the damping factor of the exponential window (c);

(ii) using g(n) and |h(k)|2 as in (3) and (4), the energy of

xa(n) is conserved.

2.2 Parameter extraction

The time course of the HRV spectral parameters (such as

instantaneous central frequencies FLF(n), FHF(n) and the

instantaneous powers PLF(n), PHF(n) of LF and HF bands)

was obtained performing a parametric decomposition of

sxa
ðn; kÞ [23] and using the respiratory rate to estimate the HF

component [1]. The method of decomposition is an extension

of the Prony modeling, designed to estimate the parameters

of damped sinusoids embedded in noise. In brief, the

instantaneous ACF sxa
ðn; kÞ is modeled, for every time-

instant n0, as the sum of q damped sinusoids which are in

strict relation with the instantaneous LF and HF components:

sxa
ðn0; kÞ ¼

Xq

i¼1

Ciðn0Þej2pfiðn0Þk�diðn0Þjkj þ nðn0; kÞ ð5Þ

for k [ [-K ? 1:K - 1]. In (5) n(n0, k) is a white gaussian

noise, which takes into account both background noise and

model inaccuracies, Ci(n0), di(n0) and fi(n0) are the

amplitude, damping factor and normalized frequency of

the ith damped complex sinusoid. The parameters Ci(n0),

di(n0) and fi(n0) are obtained from sxa
ðn0; kÞ with

k [ [0:K - 1], using the least square method described in

[20], which provides accurate estimation of exponentially

damped sinusoidal signals in noise. The method combines

linear backward prediction and singular value

decomposition to separate signal components from noise.

If we take the Fourier transform of the instantaneous ACF

described in (5), ignoring the noise term, we get a denoised

approximation of S(n, m):

~Sðn;mÞ ¼
Xq

i¼1

~Siðn;mÞ; ð6Þ

where ~Siðn;mÞdenotes the discrete Fourier transform of

each damped sinusoid in (5). In Appendix, it is shown that
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the power associated to a signal component whose

instantaneous ACF is a complex damped sinusoid can be

analytically obtained from coefficients Ci(n). The LF

component is selected as the sinusoid with highest power in

LF range, while the HF component is selected as the

sinusoid whose central frequency lies in the HF range and

is closer to the respiratory rate. The use of specific selec-

tion criteria for LF and HF components is particularly

useful when the TF filtering is not sufficient to completely

remove the interference terms. Indeed, in such a situation,

the sinusoid which corresponds to the interference term,

whose instantaneous central frequency lies in between the

LF and the HF components [15], is automatically discarded

from the instantaneous power and frequency estimation.

This is shown in Fig. 1, where we observe that the para-

metric decomposition of a highly noisy instantaneous

spectrum S(n0, m) (in continuous line) allows to estimate

LF and HF component (in bold line) and to discard the

interference term (in dashed bold line).

2.3 Dynamic definition of HF band

It is generally accepted that the HF component of the HRV

mainly reflects respiratory sinus arrhythmia [14] and that

FHF(n) is related to the respiratory frequency Fr(n). The

knowledge of Fr(n) can therefore be used to adjust the

range of HF band and to improve the estimation of both LF

and HF contributions. In traditional spectral analysis, the

HF range is usually fixed [0.15, 0.4] Hz, but there are

situations in which this range will lead to misestimation of

the HF component, i.e. when respiratory rate decreases

below 0.15 Hz (9 breaths per minute) or increases above

0.4 Hz (24 breaths per minute). In order to avoid these

errors, the HF band is made time-varying and respiratory

dependent [3]:

BLF : ½0:04; 0:15�Hz

BHFðnÞ : FrðnÞ � ½�0:125; 0:125�Hz;
ð7Þ

where BLF and BHF(n) identify the LF and HF bands,

respectively. In such a way, the HF band is dynamically

adjusted around Fr(n), and thus a correct quantification of

HF component is obtained even when the respiratory rate

lies outside the traditional HF range. An example is shown

in Fig. 2, where Fr = 0.465 Hz. In this case, the use of a

respiratory-dependent range (plotted in dashed vertical

lines) allows to include the HF component, while the use of

traditional HF range (dotted vertical lines) misses the HF

component. When using the above rule, one has to pay

attention to the fact that BLF and BHF(n) partially overlap

when Fr(n) \ 0.275 Hz (16.5 breaths per minute). In this

case, if in the spectrum there are two peaks, and at least one

is in BLF and the other in BHF(n), the one centered around

the lower frequencies is considered the LF component and

the one centered around the higher frequencies is consid-

ered the HF component. In those cases where Fr(n) is much

lower, the overlap between the two ranges increases and

just one peak is usually observed. In such a situation, the

separation of LF and HF components is not straightforward

due to non-linear interactions between sympathetic and

parasympathetic modulations [5].

2.4 Experimental procedure

Seventy-five subjects without any formal musical educa-

tion (age range: 18–35 years, mean age: 24.5 ± 3.2 years,

36 female) participated in an experiment designed to

characterize the effects of acoustic stimuli with different

emotional valence. All subjects were right-handed with an

handedness quotient [ 90 according to the ‘Edinburgh

0.2 0.4 0.6
0

0.14

S(n0, m)

S̃(n0, m)

Fr(n0)

S(
n 0

,m
s-2

F [Hz]

Fig. 1 Continuous line The SPWVD, S(n0, m), computed at time n0.

Bold line The spectrum components, ~SLFðn0;mÞ and ~SHFðn0;mÞ;
reconstructed using the parametric decomposition. Dashed bold line
The interference term

0 0.15 0.4

0.3

S(n0, m)

S̃(n0, m)
classical BHF

TV BHF(n)

Fr(n0)S(
n 0

,m
)[

s-2
]

F [Hz]

Fig. 2 Continuous line The SPWVD, S(n0, m), computed at time n0.

Bold line The spectrum components, ~SLFðn0;mÞ and ~SHFðn0;mÞ;
reconstructed using the parametric decomposition. Dotted vertical
lines Traditional HF frequency band. Dashed vertical lines TV

respiration-dependent HF band
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Handedness Inventory 9’ [28] and reported to have normal

hearing. During the experiment, four conditions were

employed:

1. Pleasant condition (P) Six excerpts of joyful instru-

mental dance-tunes from the last four centuries were

used as pleasant stimuli (all major–minor tonal music,

each had a duration of 90 s). The tempo of the

excerpts, measured in beats per minute, was 73, 105,

117, 124, 128, 169, mean = 119.33 ± 31.37.

2. Unpleasant condition (U) Six unpleasant stimuli were

electronically manipulated counterparts of six musical

pieces from the last four centuries (all major–minor

tonal music with rather minor scales and slow tempo).

For any of these stimuli, a new soundfile was created

in which the original excerpt was recorded simulta-

neously with two pitch-shifted versions (one being one

semitone above and the other a tritone below the

original pitch), and subsequently recorded backwards

in order to introduce many dissonant structures. In

order to match the metre of these stimuli with the

metre of the original pleasant ones, series of Shepard

tones [33] were overlaid over the manipulated

(unpleasant) musical excerpts. The Shepard tone had

a stationary pitch and a duration of 100 ms, and each

Shepard tone was one semitone higher than the

previous Shepard tone (i.e. tones were perceived as a

rising chromatic scale). Shepard tones were used to

guarantee that the frequency spectrum of the stimuli is

comparable, e.g. between beginning and end of the

stimuli. The time interval between Shepard tones was

chosen to match the tempo of the pleasant excerpts.

3. Sequence of Shepard tones (X) Shepard tones were

presented separately, i.e. without music, as control for

the unpleasant stimuli. The purpose was to assess

whether Shepard tones alone provoked the same effect

as the more complex and dissonant unpleasant

excerpts. The particular structure of the sequence

creates the auditory illusion of a tone that continually

ascends or descends in pitch, yet which ultimately

seems to get no higher or lower. The time interval

between tones was chosen to match the tempo of

pleasant and unpleasant excerpts and six sequences

were used.

4. Resting condition (R) In addition to these three

stimulus categories, there were also six resting inter-

vals of 90 s duration in which no acoustic stimulus was

presented.

All stimuli (pleasant, unpleasant and Shepard tones) were

matched for volume (average root mean square

power = - 21.12 ± 0.94 dB) and were presented as

illustrated in Fig. 3. Each stimulus began with a start-

signal-tone (four short ascending sine wave tones) and

ended with an end-signal-tone (a high, short single sine

wave tone). For the resting condition, after the start-signal-

tone, trials were indicated by a new 100 ms, 400 Hz sine

wave tone. Stimuli were presented to every subject in the

same pseudo-randomized sequence, designed so that each

experimental condition followed all other conditions with

equal probability.1 After the end-signal-tone of each trial,

participants had to indicate how pleasant or unpleasant they

felt at the end of the trial by pressing response buttons. The

rating task was followed by a 10-s pause until the next

start-signal-tone appeared. Participants were instructed to

listen carefully to the auditory stimuli with eyes closed and

to tap the metre of the stimuli with their right index finger.

This task was employed to control whether listeners paid

attention not only to the pleasant but also to the unpleasant

music and to the single tones sequence. No tapping was

required during the resting condition.

2.5 Signal acquisition and preprocessing

Standard 12 lead electrocardiograms were measured using

a 32 MREFA amplifier (Twente Medical Systems,

Enschede, Netherlands) and digitized with a sampling rate

of 1000 Hz. The recorded ECG signal was processed to

derive the HRV signal and to estimate respiratory fre-

quency. After detection of QRS complexes, the heart rate

dHR(n) was derived by integral pulse frequency modulation

(IPFM) model, which also accounts for the presence of

ectopic beats [25], and then evenly resampled at Fs = 4 Hz,
Fig. 3 Experimental design—the trial begins (B) after a start-signal-

tone. Musical pieces and silent period were followed by short signal

tones that prompted participants to rate (E) their current emotional

state. A 10-s pause was added before presentation of the next auditory

cue

1 More in detail, the entire sequence was: X,U,P,X,U,R,X,P,R,
U,X,P,U,X,R,P,U,R,P,X,R,U,P,R.
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using spline interpolation. The HRV signal x(n) was then

obtained by filtering dHR(n) with a high-pass filter (0.03 Hz

cut-off frequency). Using the methodology explained in

Sect. 2.2, the HRV signal was processed to estimate the

HRV spectral parameters, i.e. the instantaneous central

frequencies FLF(n) and FHF(n), powers PLF(n) and PHF(n)

as well as the total instantaneous power, Ptot(n) =

PLF(n) ? PHF(n), and a measure of the sympatho-vagal

balance aLFðnÞ ¼ PLFðnÞ
PtotðnÞ [24]. Finally, Fr(n), necessary to

make the HF band respiratory dependent as in (7), was

indirectly estimated from the ECG-derived respiratory

signal using the method presented in [2].

2.6 Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was designed and performed to assess

whether significant differences exist between the time-

course of each physiological parameter in the four exper-

imental conditions. Particular attention is paid to quantify

differences on dynamic responses provoked by each

musical stimulus, and thus the statistical differences are

quantified on a sample-by-sample basis. The following

notation is used: subjects are indexed with i [ [1:L],

conditions with E [ [P, U, X, R], stimuli which belong to

the same condition with j [ [1:6]. A general physiological

parameter is indicated with /(n). According to this nota-

tion, /i,E,j(n) represents the time-course of a physiological

parameter during the jth repetition of condition E for

subject i. We first assume that, for each subject, the median

time-course over the six repetitions of the same musical

condition is representative of the individual autonomic

response pattern to that stimulus. This is defined as:

/c;m
i;E ðnÞ ¼ median /c

i;E;jðnÞ
n o6

j¼1
ð8Þ

where /i,E,j
c (n) is the baseline-corrected parameter

computed as:

/c
i;E;jðnÞ ¼ /i;E;jðnÞ �

1

~T

X�1

n¼� ~T

/i;E;jðnÞ ð9Þ

where ~T ¼ ðTFsÞ and T = 12 s is the duration of an

interval preceding the onset of each jth trial. This particular

normalization subtracts the parameter mean values (com-

puted before the onset of each stimulus) from each

parameter and it is used to highlight only the transient

phenomena produced by the actual condition and not by the

past history or by the different subject reference.

At every instant n0, the value of /i,E
c,m(n0) for the subject i

represents the ith realization of a statistical population

XE; n0 ¼ f/c;m
1;Eðn0Þ;/c;m

2;Eðn0Þ; . . .;/c;m
L;Eðn0Þg; obtained by

collecting, from all the subjects, the same parameter, at the

same time n0. By iteratively doing a pairwise comparison

of the four statistical populations XP,n, XU,n, XX,n and XR,n

(i.e. six comparisons) and repeating the test for different n,

the time-course of six p-values pEk ; El
ðnÞ; ðEk;ElÞ 2

½P;U;X;R� with Ek = El, is estimated. Given that the XE,n

are not normally distributed, the Mann–Whitney test is

used. The continuous estimation of pEk ; El
ðnÞ allows to

assess the time after which the autonomic response to the

different conditions differs, and for how long these

differences are significant.

An example of this procedure is shown in Fig. 4, where

the mean time-course of PHF,i
c,m (n), denoted �Pc;m

HF ðnÞ; during

pleasant and unpleasant conditions are reported. The

resulting time-course of the p-value pP,U(n), shown in

Fig. 4b, allows to identify the time epochs in which

physiological responses are different.

3 Results

Results were obtained considering L = 75 participants and

the TF analysis parameters (2N - 1), K and c were set

equal to 101 samples (25 s), 1024 samples and 1/64 sam-

ples-1, respectively, (see Sect. 2.1).

A representative HRV signal segment and its TF rep-

resentations are plotted in Fig. 1. The SPWVD S(n, m)

estimated as in (1) and the TF distribution ~Sðn;mÞ;
obtained through the parametric decomposition (6), are

reported in Fig. 1b and c, respectively. The parametric

decomposition allows to discard the interference terms

which were still present in S(n, m) and it improves the

localization in the TF plane of the LF and HF components.

From this representation, it is possible to qualitatively

characterize the trends related to every particular condi-

tion. Low frequency component modulation, centered

around 0.1 Hz, increased during the short intervals in

−1

0

(a)

0 40 80
0  

0.05

0.2

time [s]

(b)

P U

P̄
c,

m
H

F
(n

)[
s-2

]
p P

,U
( n

)

Fig. 4 a Mean trend of PHF
c,m(n) during pleasant (P) and unpleasant

(U) conditions. b Time-course of the p-value quantifying the

differences between Pc;m
HF;PðnÞ and Pc;m

HF;UðnÞ: Vertical dashed lines
mark the epoch (from about 6 to 38 s) in which response patterns are

significantly different (p \ 0.05)
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between two conditions. As expected, the HF component

followed the quick variation of the respiratory rate (dotted

line) and its trend appears to be highly condition depen-

dent: the instantaneous frequency of HF was higher in P

and lower in R. Differences in the dynamic response to the

musical stimuli were continuously quantified through the

statistical analysis explained in Sect. 2.6. An example is

shown in Fig. 4, where the induced response patterns in

PHF(n) during P and U are shown. During pleasant con-

dition, PHF
c,m(n) first decreased and, after about 20 s, it

slowly increased toward baseline values, while during

unpleasant condition, it first slightly decreased for about

6 s, then it increased and it maintained higher values from

20 to 50 s from the beginning of the excerpt. The p-value,

reported in Fig. 4b, shows that the response patterns

resulted significantly different in the temporal window

6–38 s after the onset of the stimuli (interval marked by

vertical dashed lines). It is worth noting that, even if

between P and U mean trends were separated, differences

were significant only in the first part of the response. This

shows the importance of the p-value tracking in the result

evaluation.

The mean time course of the physiological parameters are

shown in Fig. 6 and illustrated in Sect. 3.1. The results of the

statistical analysis are summarized in Fig. 7. In this graphic,

the response patterns of the physiological parameters to the

experimental conditions are compared pairwise. Every col-

umn represent a physiological parameter /(n) and the col-

umn length represents the duration (% of stimuli duration) in

which /Ek
ðnÞ[ /El

ðnÞ for a significance level p \ 0.05

with E 2 ½P;U;X;R�:A negative value for the column length

indicates inverse relationship (i.e. /Ek
ðnÞ\/El

ðnÞ). For

example, in the sixth column is reported that PHF(n) was

significantly lower during P than during U, and this differ-

ence was maintained for 71% of the duration of the stimulus.

Notably, some stimuli provoked parameter changes which

were different for the entire duration of the stimulus. The

strength of these differences is quantified by the median

p-values estimated in the intervals of statistical significance.

Symbols * and � indicate that median p(n) \ 0.005 and

median pðnÞ\5 � 10�5; respectively.

3.1 Time course of physiological parameters

Significant differences in the autonomic response patterns

to pleasant music, unpleasant stimuli, sequence of Shepard

tones and resting condition were observed.

• dHR(n): As shown in Fig. 6a, during the first 10 s, the

heart rate, dHR(n), decreased for all the conditions,

and after a transient of about 20 s it stabilized around

values dHR,R(n) \ dHR,X(n)& dHR,U(n) \ dHR,P(n). All

the differences between the conditions were significant

(at least during more than 80% of their duration, as

reported in Fig. 7), except between U and X. Between P

and U, the significance was reached after about 16 s,

while between P and R and between U and R, differences

were significant from the first instants until the end of the

conditions.

• FLF(n): The mean trend of FLF(n) (Fig. 6b) slightly

increased from baseline for about 20–30 s, regardless

of the kind of stimulus and no relevant difference was

detected between the conditions.

• FHF(n): This parameter and the related Fr(n) experi-

enced the most marked differences among different

musical stimuli (see Fig. 6c, d); their mean trend highly

differed from a condition to another with little

variability. The response of FHF(n) was fast, and the

difference between FHF,P(n) and FHF,U(n) was signif-

icant after only 8 s. After 10–15 s, FHF(n) reached a

stable state where FHF,R(n) \ FHF,X(n)& FHF,U(n) \
FHF,P(n). Between P and R and between U and R,

differences were significant during all the 90 s (median

p-value \ 10-10), mainly due to the fact that while

acoustic stimuli provoked an increase in FHF(n), the

silence of resting condition was observed to provoke

the opposite effect.

• PLF(n): After the beginning of the trials, PLF(n) was

observed to decrease for any condition for about 15–

20 s, before reaching a quasi-stationary state (Fig. 6e).

Its decrease, which was statistically significant from the

first seconds of the trials onset (p \ 0.001), had

approximately the same rate for every condition. After

the transients, it was observed that PLF,P(n) \
PLF,U(n) \ PLF,X(n) & PLF,R(n). Even if the mean

trend during P was lower than during U, their great

variability made this difference not significant.

• PHF(n): Fig. 6f shows that PHF,X(n) and PHF,U(n)

fluctuated around baseline values, while PHF,R(n) and

PHF,P(n) evidenced opposite trends, by increasing

(PHF,R(n)) and decreasing (PHF,P(n)) in the first 20 s

from the beginning of the stimulus. Almost immedi-

ately, we may observe that PHF,P(n) \ PHF,X(n)

&PHF,U(n) \ PHF,R(n). The differences between P

and R and between U and R were almost instanta-

neously significant, while between P and U significance

was reached after about 6 s and it was maintained for

about 30 s (see also Fig. 4).

• Ptot(n): Total power was also estimated (Fig. 6g).

During all the conditions, Ptot(n) tended to decrease

from baseline values. During pleasant condition, both

PLF(n) and PHF(n) decreased and this is reflected on the

strong reduction of Ptot,P(n), while the increasing of

PHF(n) during R made Ptot,R(n) higher than during all

the other conditions. The significance of the differences
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observed in Ptot(n) was larger than for PLF(n) but

smaller than for PHF(n).

• aLF(n): In Fig. 6h, the mean baseline-corrected time-

course of the sympatho-vagal balance aLF(n) is shown.

It was observed that aLF(n) decreased during about 15 s,

regardless of the specific condition and no significant

differences were detected between its response patterns.

4 Discussion

In this study, we presented a methodology to continuously

quantify music-induced changes in HRV. This approach

consists of three steps. First, the SPWVD is used to obtain

a TF representation of the HRV signal. Second, the time

course of physiological parameters is estimated through a

parametric decomposition which makes use of dynamical

adjustment of HF range based on respiratory frequency.

Third, we performed a statistical population analysis to

continuously assess whether the dynamics involved in the

autonomic response to different musical stimuli are

significant or not.

4.1 The time–frequency framework

Response patterns of the ANS are dynamic, and there is the

need for an appropriate methodology capable of tracking

these changes. Compared to other possibilities, such as

Continuous Wavelet Transform, Spectrogram and time-

varying autoregressive methods [21], the SPWVD has the

advantage of an excellent joint TF resolution [15]. In

addition, the SPWVD was used, in a recent study [7], to

estimate the changes in the instantaneous power spectrum

of the respiratory signal induced by the listening to clas-

sical music excerpts.

In the TF analysis of HRV based on the WVD, the

simultaneous presence of time-varying LF and HF com-

ponents gives rise to interference terms which should be

reduced using an appropriate kernel [16]. In simulation

studies, the smoothing function used in (2) was shown to

provide a reliable estimation of LF and HF dynamics, also

in high non-stationary conditions [29]. Other kinds of

kernels, capable of achieving a wide range of different

shapes [9] or of automatically adjusting to the signal

structure [4], have been proposed in the literature. How-

ever, a fixed kernel is used in this study to maintain the

same TF resolution for all subjects.

The parametric decomposition used to estimate the

time-course of the spectral parameters allows to separate

the information which is considered inherent to the signal

from both noise and interference terms. This methodology

was first proposed in [23] and here it was combined with

the respiratory rate to improve the tracking of the HF

component [1].

4.2 Dynamic HF band

The use of time-varying bands for a reliable estimation of

HRV spectral components has been proposed in different

applications. Most of these techniques make use of

respiratory information to fix spectral boundaries [3, 18].

The inclusion of Fr(n) in the definition of the HF range is

important especially in TF analysis. In our results, we

observed marked variations in Fr(n) due to the musical

stimuli, which bring Fr(n) to frequencies higher than

0.4 Hz (see P in Fig. 5). Thus, a dynamic adjustment is

needed to correctly estimate these changes. The respira-

tory rate was obtained from the ECG using [2]. This

method exploits the oscillatory pattern of the rotation

angles of the heart’s electrical axis as induced by respi-

ration, and it is particularly suitable when dealing with

highly non-stationary and noisy ECG recordings. In order

to corroborate the use of [2] in this kind of studies, we

compared our estimation of Fr(n) with the respiratory

frequency obtained from a direct measurement of respi-

ration (performed through respiratory belt), only available

in 58 subjects. The mean error was low (0.0001 ±

0.0045 Hz, equal to -0.4 ± 2.1%) in agreement with

results reported in [2] for simulated signals. In our study,

Fr(n) was always available, but in those cases where

respiratory frequency is not available (neither from

respiratory signal nor from the ECG), BHF(n) may be

automatically adjusted to the instantaneous spectral prop-

erties of the HRV signal [13].

4.3 Physiological parameter changes during music

stimuli

The purpose of the experimental procedure was to char-

acterize the effect of stimuli with different emotional

valence on the heart rate modulation. There was agreement

between the assumed valence of the stimuli and the emo-

tional state as reported by the participants. All conditions

were rated significantly differently, being P the more

pleasant and U the more unpleasant. The results showed

significant differences in the time-course of HRV param-

eters during the different conditions. The mean trend of

most of these parameters (see Fig. 6) was characterized

by two different phases: a first early short phase of about

15–20 s during which parameters changed quickly and a

second longer phase during which parameters approxima-

tively maintained the same values or varied slowly. These

considerations should be taken into account in the design of

analogous experiments and should warn against the use of

time-invariant methods in this kind of studies. Given that
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the autonomic response to music-induced emotions was

observed to be transient and not instantaneous, too short

stimuli could be insufficient to elicit significant differences.

In addition, a pause between the end of a trial and the

beginning of the next one is strongly recommended to

assure the restoration of appropriate baseline values.
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The largest differences in autonomic responses were

observed between pleasant and rest conditions: signifi-

cantly different patterns were observed in all parameters

but FLF(n) (see column P [ R in Fig. 7). More impor-

tantly, even the effects induced by pleasant and unpleasant

excerpts, that is by two acoustic stimuli comparable in

loudness and tempo, could be discriminated by tracking

dHR(n), Fr(n), FHF(n), PHF(n) and, partially, by Ptot(n). This

difference is likely to be due to the different emotional

valence of the two types of stimuli (pleasant vs. unpleas-

ant). In contrast, unpleasant stimuli and the sequence of

Shepard tones were observed to elicit rather comparable

effects, and no physiological parameter could clearly dis-

criminate between them. This similarity may be due to the

absence of harmonic and melodic structures in both kinds

of stimuli, or due to a predominant effect of the Shepard

tones, present in both U and X, on the dissonant structures

of the unpleasant excerpts.

Respiratory rate and FHF(n) showed the greatest sensi-

tivity to music-induced stimuli: any kind of acoustic

stimulus provoked almost instantaneous differences with

respect to resting condition, and differences between

pleasant and unpleasant conditions were reached in only

4–8 s after the stimulus onset. A fast response in HF

component is in agreement with previous studies on ANS

stimulation, such as response to tilt test [26].

While the respiratory rate has been shown to be strongly

affected by music [6, 7 , 11, 12, 27], the role of heart rate is

more controversial. In several works, dHR(n) was observed

to be significantly affected by acoustic stimuli with

different valence [6, 27, 32], while in others this influence

was not observed [11, 17]. Here, unpleasant stimuli were

observed to induce a stronger decrease in dHR(n) than

pleasant music (see Fig. 6a). The triphasic waveform

described in [8] and in [32] was also observed, even if here

it appeared much smoother and longer: during pleasant

condition dHR(n) initially decreased for about 10 s, then it

slightly increased for about 10 s, before decreasing again.

Heart rate variability was already proposed as a critical

index for the assessment of the music effect in [17], where

the physiological response to exciting and sedative music

was compared in a stationary context. That study reported

that exciting music decreased the activation of the para-

sympathetic nervous system. Here, both LF and HF mod-

ulations, assessed by PLF(n) and PHF(n), were observed to

be higher during resting condition than during acoustic

stimuli listening, regardless of the internal structure of the

excerpts. The power content in HF was higher during

unpleasant than during pleasant condition, suggesting that

the listening of pleasant music provoked a reduction of

parasympathetic modulation. The pleasant excerpts elicited

the opposite effect than resting condition, during which the

vagal activity increased. The simultaneous decrease of the

heart and respiratory rates and the increase of the power of

HF modulation highlight the strong relaxing effect of

silence, as already observed in [6].

As shown in Fig. 6e, when a condition began, the acti-

vation in LF band dramatically decreased within about 15 s

with respect to baseline values. The difference between

PLF(n) values before and after each start-signal-tone are

significant already after the first seconds of the trials. This

pattern may be related to the expectation of a new coming

stimulus (participants did not receive any previous infor-

mation about the excerpts) and to the task of evaluation

assigned to the participants, which may increase the sym-

pathetic activity.

The decrease observed in the sympatho-vagal balance,

which passed from a first LF predominance (aLF(n)& 0.6)

to an equilibrium in which the modulation in HF was

slightly higher (aLF(n)&0.4), took about 20 s. This change

was common to all the different conditions, and no statis-

tical differences were observed, among the subjects, in

aLF(n), suggesting that the sympatho-vagal balance is

higher during attention.

In this study, we proposed a comprehensive methodol-

ogy for the assessment of physiological parameter changes

related to musical stimuli and we focused our attention to

HRV modification. Nevertheless, the listening to music

provokes changes also in other signals related to the ANS

[6, 7 11, 12, 27, 32], and further studies should be therefore

considered to achieve a comprehensive characterization of

music-induced effects on the ANS. Additionally, the sta-

tistical analysis performed here may also be applied in

bivariate TF analysis [19, 30] to assess whether different

conditions provoke different dynamic interactions in car-

diovascular or cardiorespiratory control, or to explore the

relationship between physiological rhythm and musical

profile as in [7]. The experimental results revealed the

transient nature of music-related patterns and suggest the

need for further studies on the dynamic relationship

Fig. 7 Results of the pairwise comparison between the conditions

(see Sect. 2.6). Bar length represents the time duration (% of stimuli

duration) in which P [ U, P [ X, P [ R, etc. (p(n) \ 0.05). Negative

values denote inverse relationship. * and �: median p-values\ 0.005

and \5 � 10�5; respectively
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between musical and autonomic features to improve the

potential use of music in therapeutic applications.
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Appendix

Consider a signal component x(t), whose ACF is the

damped complex sinusoid y(s):

yðsÞ ¼ Ce�djsjþj2pm0s ð10Þ

with d [ 0, s and C 2 R: The Fourier transform of y(s) is

equal to:

YðmÞ ¼
Z 1

�1
Ce�djsjþj2pðm0�mÞsds ¼ 2Cd

4p2ðm� m0Þ2 þ d2
:

ð11Þ

Note that y(s) is an hermitian function and Y(m) is real. The

function Y(m) is the power spectral density of x(t) and has a

Lorentian shape with a peak centered on frequency m0. The

power of the signal component x(t), Px, is then closely

related to coefficient C and it can be analytically obtained

as the total area of Y(m):

Px ¼
Z 1

�1
YðmÞdm ¼

Z 1

�1

2Cd

4p2ðm� m0Þ2 þ d2

" #
dm

¼ 2Cd

4p2

Z 1

�1

1

ðm� m0Þ2 þ d
2p

� �2

" #
dm

¼ 2Cd

4p2

2p
d

arctan
ðm� m0Þ2p

d

� �� 	1

�1
¼ C

ð12Þ
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